Carcinoma cells) while stimulating the proliferation of normal murine chromatography; MS, mass spectra.

These studies indicate a potential link between muscle activity and Israel.2 To whom requests for reprints should be addressed, at Laboratory of Tumor and bone marrow cells. By similar methods, additional inhibitory components spectra, and nuclear magnetic resonance analyses. At a concentration of 4 pfishma@ibm.net.

various tumor cell lines, including melanoma, sarcoma, and carci weight factor, designated MF,3 which inhibits the proliferation of tissue have appeared in the literature (5-7).

The last 120 years, only a few reports of métastases in the muscle tumor métastases in striated muscle is clinically established, and over the resistance of muscle to tumor métastases.

prospective study carried out in 25,624 women, showed that greater lower risk for colon cancer and adenoma. Thune et al. (4), in a moderate level of physical activity is correlated to a substantially cell proliferation. We have also shown that the MF does not inhibit growth of normal cells, such as proliferating bone marrow cells, fetal liver erythroblasts, or fibroblasts, from primary cultures. Cell cycle analysis reveals that the MF exerts a cytostatic rather than cytotoxic effect on proliferating tumor cells by arresting them in the G<sub>G1</sub> phase of the cell cycle.

Here, we have further purified the active tumor-inhibitory components in the MCM, and we show that one of them is adenosine. Other low molecular weight antitumor components in the MCM were also detected.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of MCM

MCM was obtained from the L-8 cell line (consisting of proliferating non-tumorigenic myoblasts), which was purchased from the American Type Tissue Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). The cells were routinely maintained in DMEM containing 4.5 g% glucose and 15% FCS (Biological Industries, Beit Haemek, Israel).

For preparation of conditioned medium, the cultures were grown until confluence, medium was discarded, and the cells were washed twice with PBS and incubated for an additional 20 h in PBS. At the end of the incubation period, the supernatant was collected, centrifuged, filtered through 0.22-µm filter, and subjected to ultrafiltration through an Amicon membrane with a molecular weight cutoff of 3000, because our previous work (8) showed that the inhibitory activity is detected in a molecular weight fraction lower than 3000. MCM refers to this ultrafiltered medium throughout.

Tumor and Normal Cells

Tumor Cells. tumor cell lines from murine, rat, or human origin were used. The tumor cell lines included B-16-F10 melanoma, DA-3 breast carcinoma, and the LNCaP human prostate adenocarcinoma. All were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection, excluding the DA-3, which was kindly supplied by Dr. Y. Keidar from the Tel-Aviv University (Tel-Aviv, Israel). The rat cell lines included the Nb2-11C growth hormone-dependent lymphoma cell line and the Nb2-SP hormone-independent lymphoma cell line (9).

The human cell lines included SK-28 melanoma, MCF-7 breast carcinoma, and K-562 chronic myelogenous leukemia, all purchased from the American Type Culture Collection.

The cells were routinely maintained in RPMI 1640 containing 10% FCS and were transferred twice weekly to a freshly prepared medium.

Normal Cells. As a control for tumor proliferating cells, four normal proliferating cell types were used: bone marrow cells derived from the femur of C57BL/6J mice; fibroblasts derived from primary cultures of newborn rat skeletal muscle cells (prepared as described by us previously; Ref. 8); IM-9 human non-tumorigenic lymphocyte cell line (American Type Culture Collection), which served as a normal control for the lymphoma cell lines described above; and L-8 myoblast rat cell line, which also served as the source for the MCM.

Cell Proliferation and Differentiation Assays

Cell Count Assay. The effect of MCM on the proliferation of rat Nb2-11C lymphoma cells was monitored by cell counting. The Nb2-11C cells were synchronized in the G<sub>G1</sub> phase prior to cultivation with the MCM by transferring the cells to medium supplemented with 5% horse serum (Biological Industries) for overnight incubation. Cells (1.2 × 10<sup>5</sup> cells/ml) were cultured in 24-well plates in 1 ml of RPMI 1640 containing 5% horse serum, and 2-fold dilutions of MCM were added. Because the MCM consisted of PBS,
2-fold dilutions of PBS were added to synchronized Nb2-11C cells as controls. Cell proliferation was initiated by the addition of human growth hormone (Biotechnology General, Rehovot, Israel) to a final concentration of 2 ng/ml. The cultures were incubated at 37°C at 5% CO2 and counted in Coulter Counter 48 h later. Inhibition of cell proliferation was calculated as follows:

\[
\text{% inhibition} = \frac{A - B}{C - B} \times 100
\]

where \(A\) = cell count of sample, \(B\) = control cell count without hormone, and \(C\) = control cell count with hormone.

This assay with the Nb2-11C cells was also used as the biological assay to detect inhibition of proliferation during the fractionation procedure.

The effect of the purified MCM on the proliferation of Nb2-SP and IM-9 was evaluated according to the same protocol described above for the Nb2 cells.

Flow cytometric analysis of the cell cycle of K-562 myelogenous leukemia cells was carried out by propidium iodide staining according to Krishan (11). K-562 cells, at a concentration of 1 x 106/ml, were arrested at a concentration of 1 x 106/ml and cultured in RPMI 1640, 10% FCS, and adenosine in a concentration of 4 μM. As a control, hemin, in a concentration of 5 μM, which is known to induce differentiation in the K-562 cells, was added. Following the incubation period, the cells were cytocentrifuged and stained with benzidine (10). Differentiated cells contain hemoglobin, which is clearly stained by the benzidine. Two hundred cells were analyzed in each sample, and results are expressed as percentage of stained cells.

RESULTS

Effect of the MCM on the Proliferation of Tumor and Normal Cells. The growth of the Nb2-11C rat lymphoma cells was markedly inhibited following incubation with the MCM. Dose-dependent inhibition data are shown in Fig. 1a.

Murine or human cancer cells derived from solid or leukemic tumor cell lines showed a marked statistically significant (\(P < 0.001\)) inhibition of \([3H] \) thymidine uptake following incubation with 50% MCM (Fig. 1b).

The effect of purified MCM on the proliferation of normal cells was studied. Pooled fractions from a preparative RP-HPLC column, found similarly treated with PBS. After 18 days, the mice were sacrificed, and the tumor cells were collected and assayed for their ability to inhibit cell proliferation of bone marrow cells, fibroblasts, the L-8 muscle cells, and the nontumorigenic lymphoid cell line IM-9. The proliferation of the latter was compared to that of the two lymphoid tumorigenic cell lines Nb2-11C and Nb2-SP. Fig.
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Fig. 1. a, inhibitory dose-dependent effect of the MCM, at a concentration of 50%, on the proliferation of synchronized Nb2-11C rat lymphoma cells. Proliferation was evaluated by determination of cell count. Maximal effect is seen in a concentration of 50%. b, inhibitory effect of the MCM on the proliferation of human and murine cell lines. Proliferation was evaluated by [3H]thymidine uptake.

2a shows a stimulatory effect of the purified MCM on the proliferation of bone marrow cells, fibroblasts, and the L-8 muscle cells. However, the MCM inhibited the proliferation of the hormone-dependent Nb2-11C and the hormone-independent Nb2-SP tumor cell lines but had essentially no effect on the nontumorous human lymphocyte IM-9 cell line (Fig. 2b).

**Effect of the MCM on the Cell Cycle of K-562 Leukemic Cells.** Flow cytometric analysis of K-562 leukemic cells, incubated with or without MCM and stained with propidium iodide after RNase digestion, was carried out. The distribution of cells at different stages of the cell cycle was assessed. An increase in the number of cells in the G0/G1 phase and a decrease in the number of cells in the S phase was recorded in the samples incubated with 50% of MCM, as compared to the control (Fig. 3). A dose-dependent effect was seen when 25% MCM was added to K-562 cells (G0/G1; control, 54%; MCM, 64.7%; S; control, 40.7%; MCM, 30.6%). These results indicate the capability of the MCM to arrest the tumor cells in the G0/G1 phase of the cell cycle. The effect of the MCM was reversible when, after 24 h, the medium was changed to RPMI 1640, and cell cycle analysis revealed similar results to those of the control cultures.

**Fractionation and Purification of the Active Component in the MCM.** A method was developed for purification of the MCM consisting of several steps that entailed ultrafiltration through a M, 3000 Amicon membrane, followed by four HPLC columns and LC/MS analysis, as described in "Materials and Methods."

Fig. 4 depicts the capability of various fractions eluted from different stages of HPLC purification to inhibit the proliferation of the Nb2-11C lymphoma cells. The first two columns, preparative RP-HPLC and Supelco C-18 RP-HPLC, resulted in an inhibitory activity that eluted as a single peak of activity at an acetonitrile concentration of 16–20%. In the Polyhydroxyethyl A column, two peaks with activity were detected, one sharp peak at 17–22 min (peak A) and the second, which was clear and broad, at 25–32 min (peak B). The inhibitory fractions of each peak were pooled and were rechromatographed using the Hypersil Cyanopropylsilane HPLC column. The active fraction of peak A eluted at 20–24% acetonitrile, whereas that of peak B eluted at 40–60% acetonitrile. Percentages of recovery in each purification step are specified on the graphs.

The active inhibitory components in the MCM are soluble in water. In addition, these components retained their biological activity following freezing/thawing, as well as after drying and redissolving in an aqua medium. In previous studies, we have demonstrated (8) that these inhibitory components were stable after heating and lyophilization. All of the above findings demonstrate the stability of the tumor-inhibitory components of the MCM.

Peak A was subjected to LC/MS analysis. The combination of retention time at the specific HPLC conditions (Fig. 5a), the mass of the parent ion (m/z = 268), and the mass of the daughter ion (m/z = 136; Fig. 5, c and d), as a chromatogram of commercial adenosine was analyzed in the same conditions and was found in the same retention time (Fig. 5b). These results proved that adenosine is present in fraction A. Quantitative analysis of fraction A revealed that the concentration of adenosine was 4 μM.
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Figure 3. Flow cytometric analysis of the cell cycle status of K-562 myelogenous leukemia cells following incubation with 50% MCM. An increase in the number of cells in the G0/G1 phase is seen. Distribution of the cells at the different stages of the cell cycle is specified.

Analysis of fraction B in the range of 600–1800 mass units revealed seven separate peaks, three of them (within the range of 600–800) having biological activity. Subsequent chromatographic analysis using three different HPLC columns (Valupack C18, 3 μm, 150 × 3 mm; Valupack C8, 3 μm, 150 × 3 mm; Hamilton, PRP1, 9 μm, 150 × 4 mm) confirmed the correlation between the same three masses in the range of 600–800 Da and the biological activity.

Effect of Adenosine and Fraction B on the Proliferation of Tumor and Normal Cells. Adenosine at a concentration of 4 μM was added to Nb2 lymphoma, K-562 leukemia, and LNCaP prostate adenocarcinoma cells and to normal bone marrow cells, fibroblasts, and the L-8 muscle cells. Cell proliferation using [3H]thymidine uptake was determined. The proliferation of the three tumor cell lines was markedly inhibited (P < 0.001), whereas a statistically significant stimulation of bone marrow cells (121 ± 9%; P < 0.01) and fibroblasts (137 ± 10%; P < 0.01) was recorded, whereas the L-8 muscle cells were refractory to the effect of adenosine (Fig. 6). Adenosine did not induce differentiation of K-562 cells, as was observed by counting percentage of cells stained for benzidine (control, 2%; hemin, 31%; adenosine, 2%).

Fraction B inhibited the proliferation of Nb2 lymphoma cells and B-16 melanoma cells (52 ± 7% and 45 ± 9%, respectively; P < 0.001), whereas bone marrow cells or fibroblasts were refractory to its effect.

Effect of Adenosine and Fraction B on the Proliferation of Tumor Cells. K-562 cells were incubated in the presence of 4 μM adenosine to assess its capability to induce cell differentiation. Hemin, which is known to induce differentiation in the K-562 cells, was added as a positive control. Cell counts showed 2% in the control group, 33% in the positive control group, and 3% in the adenosine-treated group.

In Vivo Studies. B-16-F10 melanoma cells were inoculated by i.v. injection into four groups of mice. The mice were treated twice daily by an injection of crude MCM, MCM, or a purified MCM chromatographed by preparative RP-HPLC. Mice were sacrificed after 18 days, and the different parameters were monitored as depicted in Table 1. The number of melanoma foci in the lungs of the mice were reduced following the three different treatments (in all groups, P < 0.001; Table 1).

Statistically significant differences could be detected among the treated groups, suggesting that the same active components are re-

Fig. 4. The biological activity of fractions eluted from HPLC columns regarding their capability to inhibit the proliferation of the Nb2-11C lymphoma cells. Active inhibitory fractions from each column were pooled and passed through to the next column. Cell count assay was used.
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Fig. 5. LC/MS analysis of peak A. The combination of retention time of peak A (a), the mass of the parent ion (m/z = 268; c), and the mass of the daughter ion (m/z = 136; d) were found to be unique for adenosine. A chromatogram of synthetic adenosine (b) was analyzed in the same conditions and was found in the same retention time.

DISCUSSION

This work was undertaken to further study the phenomenon of muscle resistance to tumor metastases. The specific antiproliferative activity of MCM toward tumor cells was demonstrated by four different methods: decreased cell count, reduced [3H]thymidine incorporation, cell cycle arrest in the G0/G1 phase, and inhibitory effect in vivo on tumor cell growth.

Tumor cells originating from melanoma, carcinoma, leukemia, or lymphoma cell lines were markedly inhibited following incubation with the MCM, whereas normal cells such as bone marrow cells, fibroblasts, or muscle cells were refractory to its effect.

Although of a rat origin, the MCM affected both human and murine tumor cells. Thus, it may be concluded that the active components in the MCM are not tumor and species specific.

The capability of muscle cells to secrete these factors was independent of the differentiation state of the muscle cells. In this study, skeletal myoblast newborn rat cells were used, whereas in our previous work (8), well-differentiated myocytes derived from primary cultures of the same origin were used. However, based on the in vitro biological tests that we present here, it may be concluded that the well-differentiated contracting muscle cells release a higher level of inhibitors as compared to myoblasts. This finding also supports the previously postulated link between muscle activity and reduced risk to cancer development.

Muscle cells are known to secrete cytokines possessing antiproliferative activity toward tumor cells such as tumor necrosis factor, lymphocyte-infiltrating factor, IFN, or transforming growth factor β (12–16). The capability of the muscle cells to secrete these antigrowth factors cannot serve as the sole explanation for its resistance to...
metastases invasion because these cytokines are produced by other body organs that are susceptible to metastases. It is possible that low molecular weight proliferation inhibitors secreted by muscle cells with specific antitumor activity may account for low incidence of metastases in this organ.

To define the active components in the MCM, purification procedures involving different HPLC purification steps and LC/MS analysis were carried out. Following four HPLC steps two active peaks, peaks A and B, were found to have tumor-inhibitory activity. Mass spectra analysis of peak A revealed the presence of adenosine. We then determined that the MCM contains adenosine at a concentration of 4 μM. Introduction of adenosine at this concentration to cultures of tumor proliferating cells, e.g., lymphoma, prostate carcinoma, or leukemia cells, markedly inhibits the proliferation of these cells but stimulates the proliferation of normal cells, such as bone marrow cells or fibroblasts. The L-8 myoblasts were not affected by the adenosine, a result that emphasizes the specific inhibitory effect of adenosine on tumor cell proliferation.

Adenosine is known as a regulator of several physiological processes. For example, it affects cardiac rhythm (17, 18), it acts as a vasconstrictor in the kidney, and it acts as a vasodilator in other vascular beds (19). Adenosine is also known to exert effects on blood cells, such as inhibition of platelet aggregation (20) and stimulation of erythropoietin production (21), and it has an anti-inflammatory effect via the inhibition of inflammatory cytokine production (22, 23). A differential effect of adenosine on normal and cancer cells was previously reported by Bajaj et al. (24), who showed that proliferation of lymphocytes derived from patients with chronic lymphocytic leukemia was inhibited by adenosine, whereas proliferation of normal lymphocytes was inhibited to a lesser extent. Other in vitro studies have shown an inhibitory effect of adenosine on tumor cell growth (25, 26), and in vivo studies have shown an inhibitory effect on tumor development in mice (27, 28). Extracellular adenosine may bind or react with cell membranes through three different pathways: it can bind to specific cell surface receptors A1 and A2, which activate the G-protein/cyclic AMP pathway (29); it can enter the cells through nucleoside transporters (30); and it can be metabolized by membranal enzymes to inosine, an inactive metabolite (31, 32). The distribution of cell surface adenosine receptors, nucleoside transporters, and enzymes metabolizing adenosine is different between normal and tumor cells. This fact may account for the opposite effects of adenosine on cancerous and normal cells. Adenosine did not induce differentiation in K-562 cells, and the mechanism through which it inhibits tumor cell growth yet has to be explored. Peak B represents another factor with antiproliferative activity, in addition to adenosine, which may act additively or synergistically with adenosine in the inhibition of tumor cell growth.

LC/MS analysis of peak B revealed the presence of three molecular weight species in the range of M₉ 600–800 having antiproliferative activity toward tumor cells.

The beneficial effect of exercise on cancer prevention has been demonstrated recently in two prospective studies. After several years of follow-up, it has been shown that there is a lower risk of developing breast cancer (in women) or colon cancer (in men) in physically active individuals (3, 4). Thune et al. (4) have suggested several mechanisms for the decreased incidence of breast cancer among women who engage in regular physical activity, related to hormonal balance alteration, such as interruption in the menstrual cycle, which subsequently leads to a lower cumulative exposure to estrogen, thereby inhibiting carcinogenesis in the breast. However, these explanations cannot account for the lower risk of cancer in males who engage in physical activity (3). The ability of muscle cells to release adenosine (a higher level is released following aerobic exercise) and other factors possessing the anticancer activity may account for the rarity of metastases in this organ and may be part of the explanation for the lower risk of developing cancer in physically active individuals. Exercise that activates muscle cells induces an increased production of adenosine (33, 34), which may subsequently act as a humoral physiological protective factor against tumor development.

The unique features of the factors described in this study include: (a) low molecular weight, (b) high thermal stability, and (c) water solubility may contribute to their bioavailability. Indeed, when administered to mice inoculated with melanoma cells, the MCM whether in a crude or purified form was capable of reducing the number of metastatic foci in the lungs. These unique characteristics may be important in the potential clinical use of these compounds in the development of novel anticancer therapies.
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